with pivots also evolved. Finally, in Contemporary Chinese, there is a choice between two morphemes for the digit 2 yielding legitimate alternative numerals; and there is the possibility to form elliptic number names which are not meant to be incorporated before classifiers. Some changes in the features of Chinese linguistic numeration were likely the result of language planning; they nevertheless hint at a tension between a tendency to maintain the morphosyntax of number names within the framework of the syntax of quantification versus simplification and shorter numerals.
DIGITS AND PIVOTS IN CHINESE NUMBER NAMES
commented that Chinese names 1 for numbers between 11 and 99 have a closer association with the positional notation in Arabic digits for Chinese than their English equivalents because there are no special words for teens and tens 2 in Chinese 3 . Miller and al.' s comparison was limited to numbers from 1 to 99 in Chinese and English. But for numbers over 100, Contemporary Chinese has number names which do not map well onto the positional notation of numbers, and even has free variants for some numbers in some situations. A straightforward method to represent number names is to write down a linear string of signs, each symbolizing one morpheme in the order of speech production. I use the notation [number] with a number written in Arabic digits between square brackets to represent the mono-morphemic item which expresses the bracketed number in a given language. For example the notation [10] represents ten in English as well as shí in Chinese. The notation [10 4 ] represents wàn in Chinese, but would not occur in the representation of English number names because 10,000 is expressed as ten thousand, which we symbolize as [10] [10 3 ], a compound of the mono-morphemic items ten [10] and thousand [10 3 ]. This representation accounts for the linearity of speech and notes all and only what is said 4 . Whereas arithmetical translations such as "1 x 10 2 + 3 x 10 + 1" for [1][10 2 ][3] [10] [1] can be handy on occasions, they fail to give a proper account of the linguistic sequence, as there are usually no linguistic counterparts to the symbols for multiplication and addition, and generally no surface differences between the various numerical morphemes. Number names are sequences of numerical morphemes and occasionally of linking words. Among the numerical morphemes, we need to differentiate between digits and pivots, which manifest semantic and syntactic disparities. I use the name multiplicative pivots for numerical morphemes (and also the corresponding numbers) which are used to build the names of at least some of the numbers that are multiples of the pivot's value. For example, hundred [ 6 English thirty [30] is an additive pivot used only additively to form the number names thirty one [30] [1] up to thirty nine [30] [9] . 7 These are the sole multiplicative pivots taught in today's primary and secondary school curricula. The history of the evolution of the list of pivots beyond wàn [10 4 ] is beyond the scope of this paper. It ended with the standardization of a pivot yì [10 8 ] and no agreed forms above. The word zhào 兆 is often cited, but no one value was ever agreed on: there are three contradictory definitions. The value 10 6 is the equivalent of the prefix mega of the international system of units, and is the one accepted in today's curricula and the only one mentioned in the 2010 edition of the dictionary Xiàndài hànyǔ guīfàn cídiǎn 现代汉语规范词典 published in Beijing. Table 1 and proves that the same strategy of resorting to pivots on the same arithmetical scale does not necessarily imply an identical choice of which ranks have a monomorphemic name. The highest pivot before a gap in the series is [10 3 ] in English and [10 4 ] in Chinese. They are the first outer pivots, the previous ones being inner pivots 9 . I use the name digits for numerical morphemes (and the corresponding numbers) which are used additively with pivots to form the names of consecutive numbers or multiplicatively to form the names of consecutive multiples. The Chinese digits
11 .
HISTORICAL SURVEY OF CHINESE NUMBER NAMES
The data available on Chinese linguistic numeration is spread over a period of three thousand years. with yòu versus 1175 without it). In the available bronze inscriptions from the Zhou dynasty, the proportion reaches approximately 98% (there are 284 instances with yòu versus 5 without it). This discrepancy could reflect a genuine linguistic evolution or a mere stylistic difference: oracular inscriptions could be more stenographic than pompous inscriptions on bronze vessels, which would reflect the spoken pattern of officials. In any case, later bronze vessel inscriptions dating to the Warring States period (5 th to 3 rd century BCE) reveal an indisputable linguistic change, because only around 8% of expressions still used yòu (24 instances with it versus 267 without it). This trend to discontinue use of yòu had already reached its full development at the beginning of the 2 nd century BCE since the conjunction is no longer to be found in the names for integers written in the Suàn shù shū 14 . In this corpus, [digit] [pivot] compounds are directly concatenated. The conjunction is used only in expressions for mixed numbers, in order to link an integer and a fraction smaller than one, which can be seen in (1). 12 The data was accessed in CHANT on several occasions between December 2011 and November 2012. 13 This notation 有(又) is conventional in publications on excavated Chinese texts. The character 有 is a rendition of the character encountered in the corpus, and the character 又 in parenthesis is the modern form of what is understood for the original character. 14 The Suàn shù shū 算數書 was excavated from a tomb where a calendar for the year 186 BCE was found; so that the tomb is thought to have been closed that very year and the manuscript was probably written in the beginning of the 2 nd century BCE. Peng Hao (2001: 4-6) states that some parts were copied from texts originally written in the kingdom of Qin before the unification of China in 221 BCE, while other texts could only have been composed during the reign of the Western Han dynasty which began in 206 BCE.
( Moreover, Li Zhizao used the terms líng and yòu to concatenate the integer and fractional parts of a mixed number; this configuration can be seen twice with líng in (3) and once with yòu in (4) where the tenths rank fēn is treated in the same way as a measure word. Both linking terms can also be used to concatenate numbers of different units or decimal ranks; example (3) is with yòu and (5) uses líng. 21 The word lí 釐 stands for 0.01. Decimal ranks smaller than 1 were expressed using a scale starting with the words fēn 分 for 10 -1 , lí 釐 for 10 -2 , háo 毫 for 10 -3 , sī 絲 for 10 -4 , hū 忽 for 10 -5
, wēi 微 for 10 -6 ; for each digit of the decimal part, the rank was specified. For example, 0.123 would be expressed as
háo. The linguistic pattern "Num + Rank name" was the same as for units of measurement. 22 The expression of the first fraction follows "Denominator's name + fēn + MW + zhī + Numerator's name", for the second it is "Denominator's name + zhī + Numerator's name". In Contemporary Chinese, the linking term líng can still be used outside the linguistic numeration to connect compounds expressed in a scale of currency units as in (6) and (7), and in the year-month scale in (8) and (9) where no zero is involved 23 . In (6) we have the succession of ranks of the currency unit scale yuán (unit of currency), jiǎo (tenth of a yuán) and fēn (hundredth 24 of a yuán) which are all needed to express the price 3.85 in which there is no void rank, and actually the final fēn can be omitted. But to say 3.05 as in (7), the word jiǎo is not used and the linking term líng comes between the compounds "Num + yuán" and "Num + fēn", and fēn can again be omitted without causing any ambiguity. In (8) and (9) we can see the time-unit scale formed by the two words nián [year] and yuè [month] . There is no other unit expected between them, but the idiomatic pattern still requires the linking term líng. The same word líng is also used to designate zero in Contemporary Chinese, both the number and the symbol to write it, but nothing suggests that the líng used within the morphosyntax of number names is a linguistic transposition of the zeros used in symbolic notation (and indeed not all zeros of a number written in Arabic digits have a líng counterpart in the number name); it is a term used to link a [digit] [pivot] compound to another similar compound or to the units digit. In Contemporary Chinese no pivot name automatically calls for the item líng; it occurs when there is a gap within the series of pivots in the number name, in other words when the next pivot to be said is not the next smaller one in the list of pivots. That is to say líng is obligatory: i) after the inner pivots qiān 
To illustrate what happens at the level of the outer pivots, let us consider the number 1,305,000,080 but let us see it as 13,0500,0080, cut into slices of four digits consistent with the use of the two outer pivots wàn [10 4 ] and yì [10 8 ]. These will not be immediately followed by a [digit][10 3 ] block because the next fourdigit slices start with zeros shaded here: 13,0500,0080. This number is expressed as shown in (10). Again there is no one-to-one mapping of the occurrences of líng onto the zeros in positional notation: the two series of zeros shaded above each trigger one occurrence of líng, and the three zeros left unmarked do not. (11), (12), (14) and (16) for examples of the former situation, and shaded in (13), (15) (24) or (25) 
THE MORPHOSYNTAX OF LINGUISTIC NUMERATIONS AND THE SYNTAX OF QUANTIFICATION
If we identify the compounds formed from one digit and one pivot in Chinese and other languages as a quantification noun phrase, then we assume the digit and multiplicative pivot to have different semantic and syntactic functions: the latter is construed as a noun, a measure word or a classifier, whereas the former works as a quantifier. Some features of number names in Chinese confirm this approach and show that the morphosyntax of number names is rooted in the syntax of quantification. But other characteristics can diverge from what such an analysis should imply, and they reveal that the structure of number names possesses some degree of autonomy with regard to the patterns used to express quantification.
3-1. Order of the elements expressing digit x pivot
The relative order of the two elements in the compounds expressing the products digit x pivot is the same as the order of the quantification pattern in Chinese. This is also true in English, but it is not true in Tibetan numeration which also relies on 
3-2. Conjunctions between compounds expressing digit x pivot
In languages like Chinese and English which use the [digit] [pivot] order, the occurrence of a reverse sequence [pivot] [digit] indicates that two compounds [digit] [pivot] have been concatenated by direct juxtaposition and that the sum of those two compounds is implied; there is no risk of confusion and no pragmatic need for a conjunction. A conjunction was nevertheless used in Chinese before the 37 For more information about the structure of quantification phrases in various Tibeto-Burman languages, one can refer to Xu Dan (2010) and the chapter by Fu Jingqi in the present book. 38 Goldstein et al. (1991: 199) . Wylie's transliteration is used for Tibetan words. (26) is an expression of "fifteen dogs" which does not exhibit an unbreakable number name for "fifteen", but rather a succession of two quantification phrases "ten dogs" and "five dogs" linked by yòu. [5] to occur, and produced a number name independent from its context of syntactic incorporation. Finally even if the use or disuse of a conjunction began because of the implementation of some language planning, they are accepted and have been transmitted because they fit into the syntax of noun phrases.
3-3. Similarity of Chinese pivots with classifiers and nouns
Contemporary Chinese possesses the two morphemes èr and liǎng to express the digit 2. The latter is favored before classifiers and also before all multiplicative pivots but [10] . This means that all pivots but [10] The latter expression is a round number which cannot be incorporated in a more complex number name; it nevertheless reveals that the highest pivot [10 8 ] can be readily reinterpreted as a noun. 
3-4. Use of [1] with multiplicative pivots

3-5. Elliptic number names
The relative autonomy of number name systems allows the production of elliptic number names which are not meant to be incorporated in quantification phrases. For example, in Contemporary Chinese, the name for 150 can be the regular yī bǎi wǔ shí, i. 40 . This elliptic French expression cannot be followed by the designation of a currency; its ambiguity is perhaps not the sole obstacle to its incorporation since this kind of restriction is observed even with unambiguous Contemporary Chinese expressions. The utterance of a pivot provides an informative context leading the listener to infer that the digit which immediately follows should be the number of units of the rank just below the one which was said previously, for example [5] 5 , unless another rank is specified. In other words, in the process of extracting numerical information step by step from the sequence of morphemes composing the number name, a listener (resp. speaker) will anticipate what should follow 41 , thus allowing elliptic numerical expressions in which the last rank name is dropped; however, this is possible if and only if the digit pronounced previously belongs to the rank just below the previously uttered rank. But when putting together a quantification expression and preparing to use a classifier, noun or measure word after the numerical expression, the last digit should express the number of units of the noun or measure word. 
CONCLUSION
The Chinese numeration system was always decimal-based, with the same digits [1] through [9] , and a series of multiplicative pivots including [10] Complex Chinese number names are concatenations of compounds made of a digit followed by a pivot; these compounds basically follow the quantification patterns "Num + Noun", "Num + MW" and "Num + CLF". Historically, these forms employed with simple numerals (say 1 to 10 in Chinese) were existing patterns readily used by analogy for the development of a more complex linguistic numeration, pivots being equivalent to nouns, measure words or classifiers.
Nevertheless the autonomy of the morphosyntax which produces number names with regard to the syntax of quantification manifests itself in Contemporary Chinese with elliptic number names. These drop the last pivot, and cannot be incorporated before classifiers, where they would conflict with the encoding and decoding processes corresponding to the linguistic pattern of quantification. Historical changes occurred in the use of the linking terms yòu and líng and in the how the digit [1] was used with pivots. The expressions of 105 and 150 at various periods exhibited in Tab. 4 illustrate the effects of these changes. This historical description provides criteria to help determine the date of composition for excavated texts or of re-editions for transmitted texts. Taking into account the rules followed by the number name system at a given time can also help reconstruct damaged fragments. The generalization of the use of [1] before the first pivot to appear in a number name is a change more likely to have been provoked by language planning than because of the intrinsic evolution of the language. This feature had reached its full development in the 7 th century CE edition of the Nine Chapters, a 7 th century edition of a Han dynasty text. Nevertheless there is still much uncertainty concerning the whole situation from the 1 st to 10 th centuries CE. Contemporary Chinese names for integers over 100 use the linking term líng in a manner irreconcilable with any one-to-one mapping of the components of the number names onto positional notation but allowing dropping of the last pivot with no ambiguity. This was already the case in Qiu Jiushao's 13 th century book, but lost in Li Zhizao's 17 th century writings; he used líng to link various quantities but not within names for integers. We do not know who initiated the revival of 13 th century number names in the late 19 th or early 20 th centuries. This normative action of language planning was able to succeed because its use of the linking tem líng was consistent with the ordinary concatenation of noun phrases. However, some speakers still tend to drop líng after outer pivots. Finally, since the 20 th century, some numbers have developed free variants due to the possibility of choosing between the morphemes èr and liǎng before any pivot besides 10; this is a grass-roots development running against the regularity imposed by language planning. The features of Chinese linguistic numeration and their evolution reveal the tension between a tendency to shorten number names versus an inclination to maintain their morphosyntax within the framework of the syntax of quantification and of noun phrases, thus minimizing the variety of cognitive processes involved in encoding and decoding. The coexistence of these opposing mechanisms is likely to prove valid cross-linguistically. Extrapolating from the case of Chinese, one can suggest two characteristics of linguistic numerations which are highly susceptible to historical changes: i) whether one times a pivot is merely [pivot] or requires saying [1] ; ii) whether compounds meaning a product digit x pivot are directly juxtaposed or linked with conjunctions. In addition, one of these two characteristics can undergo changes without the other one being affected; and as these features are ruled by conflicting evolutionary tendencies and language planning, changes are not necessarily mono-directional or irreversible.
